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Magna Moralia† eudemics on the virtues and vices of economics politics† the Constitution of the Athenian RhetoricPoetics Rhetoric to Alexander Poetics Fragments Fragments† Aristotle Aristotelianism : Generally agreed to be false (†): The authenticity Ῥητορική of the disputedvte Romance: Rhētorikḗ; Latin Ars Rhetorica is an ancient
Greek treatise on the art of persuasion dating back to the 4th century BC. The English name varies: it is usually called rhetoric, the art of rhetoric, on rhetoric, or treatise on rhetoric. Aristotle's background is usually credited with developing the foundations of a system of rhetoric that then served as his touchstone, influencing the
development of rhetorical theory from ancient times to the present day. Rhetoric is seen by most rhetorical as the most important job of persuasion ever written. Gross and Walzer agree, pointing out that, as Alfred North Whitehead regarded the entire Western philosophy as a footnote to Plato, all subsequent rhetorical theory is just a
series of answers to the questions raised by Aristotle's rhetoric. This is in many ways a reflection of disciplinary differences, starting with Peter Ramus's attacks on aristotle rhetoric in the late 16th century and continuing to the present day. Like other works by Aristotle that have survived from antiquity, the rhetoric does not seem intended
for publication, being instead a collection of notes of his disciples in response to his lectures. The treatise shows the development of Aristotle's thought through two different periods when he was in Athens, and illustrates Aristotle's expansion of the study of the rhetoric beyond Plato's early critique of his Gorgias (c. 386 BC) as immoral,
dangerous and unworthy of serious study. Plato's final dialogue on rhetoric, Fedrus (c. 370 BC), offered a more moderate view of the rhetoric, recognizing its value in the hands of a true philosopher (soul midwife) for the victory of the soul through discourse. This dialogue offered Aristotle, first a student and then a teacher at Plato's
Academy, a more positive starting point for the development of rhetoric as an art worthy of systematic, scientific study. The rhetoric was developed by Aristotle during two periods when he was in Athens, the first, from 367-347 BC (when he was rooted to Plato at the Academy); and the second, from 335-322 BC (when he ran his own
school, the Lyceum). The study of rhetoric was disputed in classical Greece: on the one hand there were sophists, and on the other hand were Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. The trio saw rhetoric and poetry as tools that were too often used to manipulate others, appealing to emotions and omitting facts. In particular, they blamed the
manipulation of the sophists, including Gorgia and the Isocrats. Plato, in particular, laid the blame for Socrates' arrest and death on the feet of sophisticated rhetoric. In stark contrast to the emotional rhetoric and poetry of the sophists, there was rhetoric based on philosophy and the pursuit of enlightenment. One of the most important
contributions of Aristotle's approach was that he defined rhetoric as one of the three key elements, along with the logic and dialect of philosophy. Indeed, the first line of rhetoric : Rhetoric is analogous to (antitrophe) dialectic. According to Aristotle, logic is associated with reasoning in order to achieve scientific certainty, while dialectic and
rhetoric are associated with probability and are thus branches of philosophy that are best suited to human affairs. Dialectics is a tool for philosophical debate; It is a means for a qualified audience to test probable knowledge in order to learn. Conversely, rhetoric is a tool for practical debate; it is a means to convince the general audience by
using probable knowledge to solve practical issues. Dialectics and rhetoric create partnerships for a system of persuasion based on knowledge rather than manipulation and omission. English translation Most English readers in the 20th century relied on four translations of rhetoric. The first, by Richard K. Jebb, was published in 1909. The
following two translations were published in 1924. A translation by John H. Freese was published as part of the classical library of Lebe, while W. Rhys Roberts was published as part of a series of works by Oxford University in classics. Roberts' translation was edited and republished in 1954. The 1954 edition is considered the most
readable of these translations and is widely available on the Internet. The fourth standard translation, Lane Cooper, was released in 1932. It wasn't until the 1990s that another major translation of Rhetoric appeared. Published in 1991 and translated by George A. Kennedy, a leading classic and rhetoric writer, this work is notable for the
accuracy of translation and extensive commentary, notes and references to the modern Aristotle and Rhetoric Scholarship. It is generally regarded today as a standard scientific resource on rhetoric. Neo-Aristotle Theory Home article: (rhetorical criticism) Rhetorical theory and criticism in the first half of the 20th century were dominated by
neo-Aristotle criticism, the principles of which were based on rhetoric and traditionally considered the most clearly summed up in 1925 by Herbert Wichelns. However, Forbes I. Hill argues that while Wichelns traditionally gets credit for summing up neo-aristotle theory, Hoyt Hopewell Hudson is more deserving of this credit instead. The
dominance of neo-aristhel criticism was virtually undeniable until the 1960s and even now is seen not only as one of many approaches to criticism, but also as a fundamental to understanding other theoretical and critical approaches, as they evolved mainly in response to strengths and weaknesses. The review of Book I Rhetoric consists
of three books. Book I offers a general overview, presenting the goals of rhetoric and working definition; it also provides a detailed discussion of the main contexts and types of rhetoric. Book II details the three means of persuasion on which the speaker should rely: those based on trust (ethos), in the emotions and psychology of the
audience (pathos), and in the patterns of reasoning (logos). Book III introduces elements of style (choice of words, metaphor and sentence structure) and arrangements (organization). Some attention is paid to delivery, but usually the reader refers to Poetics for more information in this area. Many chapters in Aristotle's Book I of Rhetoric
cover various typical deliberative arguments in Athenian culture. Chapter One Aristotle for the first time defines rhetoric as an analogue (antitrof) of dialectic (book 1:1:1-2). He explains the similarities between the two, but does not comment on the differences. Here he introduces the term enthymeme (Book 1:1:3). The famous definition of
aristotle's chapter 2 rhetoric is seen as an ability to see the available means of persuasion in any particular case. It defines pisteis (multiple πῐσ́τῐς, p'stis, illuminated. Trust in others, faith; 'belief') as atechnic (inartistic) and entechnic (artistic). Of the pisteis provided through speech there are three parts: ethos, pathos, and logos. It
introduces paradigms and sillogisms as a means of persuasion. Chapter 3 introduces three genres of rhetoric: deliberative, forensic and epideical rhetoric. Here it also touches the ends of the speakers of each of these genres hope to achieve with their beliefs, which are discussed in more detail in later chapters (Book 1:3:5-7). Aristotle
introduces these three genres, saying that his kinds of rhetoric are three in number, corresponding to three kinds of hearers. In Chapter 4, Aristotle discusses the types of political themes of deliberative rhetoric. The five most common are finance, war and peace, national defense, imports and exports, and the drafting of laws. Chapter Five
Aristotle discusses ethical themes of deliberative rhetoric. Aristotle defines the purpose of human action with happiness and describes many of the factors contributing to this (Book 1:5:5-18). Chapter 6 is a continuation of Chapter 5, explaining in more detail the stoikhea (elements) of the good described in the previous chapter. Chapter
Seven introduces the term koinon degree. The ends of deliberative rhetoric about the greater good or the better are discussed. In the eighth chapter, Aristotle defines and discusses four forms of civility useful in deliberative rhetoric: democracy, oligarchy, aristocracy and monarchy. Chapter 9 This chapter discusses the merits and concepts
of the calon (honorary) included in the epidematic rhetoric. Aristotle describes something that makes certain topics appropriate or worthy of praise or guilt. He also states that it is important to emphasize some of the traits of the subject of praise. Chapter 10 discusses what sillogisms should be derived from the category (accusation) and
apology (defence) for judicial rhetoric. It also introduces an offence that is useful for judicial rhetoric. Chapter Eleven This chapter discusses many different types of hedone (fun) useful for judicial rhetoric. Aristotle argues that these are reasons for people to do wrong. Chapter Twelve This chapter, also about judicial rhetoric, discusses the
disposition of people's minds and whom people are wrong from hedone discussed in the previous chapter. Aristotle emphasizes the importance of being willing or intent on wrongdoing. Chapter Thirteen Aristotle classifies all acts that are unjust and unjust, defined in judicial rhetoric. It also distinguishes between what actions are fair and
unfair with being fair. Chapter Fourteen This chapter of the koinon parallel is described in Chapter Seven. Aristotle clarifies the extent of the misconduct for judicial rhetoric. Chapter Fifteen Aristotle summarizes the arguments available to the speaker regarding evidence that supports or weakens the case. These atechnic pisteis contain
laws, witnesses, contracts, torture, and oaths. Book II Book II review gives tips for all types of speeches. Aristotle's rhetoric tends to focus on spirit and pathos, and, as Aristotle noted, both influence judgments. In particular, Aristotle refers to the influence of the ethos and pathos on the audience, as the speaker must show these methods
of persuasion in front of this audience. Chapter 1 Chapter 1 Aristotle notes that emotions force men to change their minds and judgments. Thus, emotions have specific causes and consequences (Book 2.1.2-3). Therefore, the speaker can use this understanding to stimulate certain emotions on the part of the audience. However, Aristotle
argues that along with pathos, the speaker should also exhibit the ethos, which for Aristotle includes fenez, alet, and eunoia (Book 2.1.5-9). Chapters 2-11 Chapters 2-11 to explore these useful emotions rhetorical speaker. Aristotle provides a report on how to evoke these emotions in the audience, so that the speaker may be able to
produce the desired action successfully (Book 2.2.27). Aristotle organizes a discussion of emotions in opposite pairs, such as anger and calmness or friendliness and hostility. For each emotion, Aristotle discusses the state of mind of the person against whom the person directs emotions, and for what reasons (Book 2.1.9). It is appropriate
to understand all the components in order to stimulate certain emotions in another person. For example, for Aristotle, anger is the result of a sense of belittling (book 2.2.3-4). Those who are angry are stranded because of the breakdown of their desires (Book 2.2.9). Angry direct their emotions at those who insult the latter or what
appreciates the latter. These insults cause anger (Book 2.2.12-27). Thus, Aristotle continues to define each emotion, assess the state of mind for those who experience emotions, determine to whom people direct emotions, and reveal their reasoning for emotions. The significance of Aristotle's analysis stems from his notion that emotions
have a logical basis and material sources. Chapter 12-17 george A. Kennedy's note to On Rhetoric: The Theory of Civil Discourse notes that the ethos predominantly refers to the moral nature of actions and the mind. On page 148, Kennedy shows the purpose of Chapters 12-17 as a demonstration to the speaker on how his spirit should
be present and adapt to the spirit of the different types of auditor if he is to tackle them successfully. As can be seen from the chapters explaining different emotions, in chapters 12-17 Aristotle focuses on the necessary means of successful persuasion of the audience. However, in these chapters, Aristotle analyzes the character of
different groups of people so that the speaker can adjust his portrayed spirit to influence the audience. First, he describes the young as creatures of desire, easily changed and quickly satisfied. Young people hate to belittle because they want superiority (book 2.12.1-15). According to Aristotle, the old are incredulous, cynical and cowardly,
unlike the young, their past is long and the future is short (book 2.13.1-5). The old act not on the basis of desire, but act for profit (book 2.13.13-14). Those in their prime represent the average for Aristotle, with the advantages of both old and young without frills or scarcity (book 2.14.1). One of the good births, wealth or power has the
character of a lucky fool, a character in which the audacity and arrogance of the breed, if these good fortunes are not accustomed to their benefit (Book 2.15-17). Chapter 18-26 Although Book II is primarily devoted to spirit and pathos, Aristotle discusses paradigm and enthymeme as two common ways of persuasion. There are two kinds
of paradigms: comparisons, references to what happened before, and fables, inventing (Book 2.20.2-3). Maxims, or brief, clever statements about actions, serve as the end of the feud (book 2.1-2). When choosing a maxim, you should evaluate the visual views and use the appropriate maxim (book 2.21.15-16). Amplification and
depreciation, although not elements of enthymeme, can contribute to refuting the enemy's enthymeme or revealing lies, exposing it as simple or unjust, good or evil, etc. Aristotle also mentions koina, erroneous enthymemes, ilis (refutation enthymeme opponent). In all these methods, Aristotle sees popular wisdom and audience as central
guidance. Thus, the speaker's influence on the audience serves as a key theme throughout Book II. Book II ends with a transition to Book III. The transition concludes the discussion of pathos, ethics, paradigms, enthymemes, and maxims, so that Book III can focus on delivery, style and location. The review of Book III of Aristotle's rhetoric
is often overshadowed by the first two books. While books I and II are more systematic and address ethos, logos and pathos, Book III is often considered a conglomerate of Greek stylistic devices on rhetoric. However, Book III contains informative material about lexis (style), which refers to the way to say (in chapters 1-12) and taxi, which
refers to the arrangement of words (chapters 13-19). Chapter 1-12: Style (Lexic) Chapter 1 summarizes Aristotle I's book and Book II and introduces the term hypocrisis (pronuntiatio). Aristotle argues that the voice should be used to represent the situation in the most accurate way, as evidenced by the poets (Bk. 3 1:3-4). Chapter 2
Highlights aret, which is defined as virtue or superiority. When applied to rhetoric, aret' means natural, not forced or artificial (Bk. 3 2:1-4). Metaphors are also seen as a skill that cannot be taught and must bestow verbal beauty (Bk. 3 2:6-13). Chapter 3 Is Dedicated to Cold Language. This occurs when complex double words, archaic and
rare words are used, descriptive words or phrases are added, and inappropriate metaphors (Bk. 3 3:1-4). Chapter 4 discusses another figurative part of the speech, simultaneous (also known as the Eikon). Similes is only occasionally useful in speech because of their poetic nature and similarity to metaphor. Chapter 5 Addresses how to



speak correctly, using connectives, naming things by their specific name, avoiding terms with ambiguous meanings, observing the sex of nouns, and correctly using singular and multiple words (Bk. 3 5:1-6). Chapter 6 gives practical advice on how to strengthen the language with onkos (expansion) and syntomy (shortness). Not using the
term circle, but giving its definition, is an example of onkos, and the use of the word as a definition is an example of a syntomy (Bk.3 5:1-3). Chapter 7 Aristotle expands the use of the appropriate style in dealing with this topic. Lexis would be appropriate if he expresses emotions and and proportional to the subject Aristotle emphasizes
emotion, authority, gender (as age), and moral condition as important considerations (Bk. 3 7:1-6). Chapter 8 Rhythm should be included in prose to make it a well rhythmic, but not to the extent of the poem (Bk.3 8:3-7). Chapter 9 looks at the recurring style and how it should be seen as a rhythmic unit and used to complete the thought to
help understand meaning (Bk.3 9:3-4). In Chapter 10, Aristotle further emphasizes the metaphor and refers to how it leads to learning and allows you to visualize (Bk. 3 10:1-6). Chapter 11 explains why style devices can defame the language. Aristotle warns that it is inappropriate to speak in hyperbole (Bk. 3 11:15). Chapter 12 Three
genres of oral and written language are deliberative, judicial and epidemic, all of which are written by logographoi (speech writers), each of whom is qualified in different types of speeches. This goes to the next section of the chapters on taxis. Chapter 13-19: Parts of The Speech Chapter 13 Covers the necessary parts of the speech that
include a prosthesis (which is a statement of the sentence) and then pistis (which is proof of the statement), along with prooemia (introduction) and epilogue (Bk. 3 13:1-4). Chapter 14 discusses prooemiun (introduction), which demonstrates how the introduction should be used in both epidematic and judicial speeches. Both have the main
target of the signaling at the end of the speech (Bk. 3 14:1-11). Chapter 15 Handles Biased Attacks according to Aristotle, who later became part of Stasis (argument theory), which determines the issue in question in court. Chapter 16 Diagyosis or narrative is discussed and demonstrates how to work through an argument using logos. The
narrative is distinguished by epideitist, judicial and deliberative narratives. Chapter 17 looks at pistis or proof in speech, and how it changes in each type of speech. Chapter 18 of Enotesis, also known as interrogation, states that he asked for and demanded answers during trials during Aristotle's time. This is considered the most
appropriate when the opponent has said one thing, and when, if the correct question is asked, the absurdity of the results (Bk. 3 19:1). In the final chapter 19 of Aristotle, Book III discusses epilogues that are the end of speeches and should include four things: disposing of the hearth favorably in relation to the speaker, amplification and
minimization, moving the hearth into emotional reactions, and giving a reminder of the main points of speech (Bk. 3 19:1-4). Scientists revisit Book III to develop theories about Greek style and its modern relevance. The importance of Amelie Oxenberg Orti's deliberative rhetoric discusses the structure and characteristics of deliberative
rhetoric in her research. She refers to Aristotle to convince her audience of the characteristics of the influential nature of deliberative rhetoric. Aristotle marks a central place in the deliberative rhetoric: prudence and fairness, the projected political and psychological consequences of this decision and the likelihood of encouraging or
strengthening similar insurgency among allies. Practicality is an outstanding characteristic of deliberative rhetoric. Rorty argues that deliberative rhetoric that wants to preserve its reputation as credible must pay attention to what, in fact, can happen. In addition, Aristotle focuses so strongly on deliberative rhetoric because it most clearly
shows the paramount importance of truth, because it functions within the very craft of rhetoric. The path to action is determined through deliberative rhetoric, since a person, following practical means, is likely to foresee likely events and act accordingly. Interpreting Aristotle's work on the use of rhetoric, Bernard Jak discusses the great
need for public discourse and public discourse. He states: We are together charred in political communities, making and listening to each other's attempts to convince us that some future actions will best serve the end that citizens share with each other... It is this common goal that distinguishes deliberative rhetoric and, therefore, public
opinion from other forms of rhetoric and political judgment that Aristotle considers. Common goals are of paramount importance when discussing an issue that affects the common good. Without such a version of deliberative rhetoric, arguments unfairly favor the interests of the authorities and disregard the rights of the common people.
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